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Introduction

“The soul is the voice of the body’s interests.” 

—George Santayana, The Life of Reason: 

Reason in Art (1905-06)

I wondered… after receiving so many supportive comments on Ad-

ventures of a Mainstream Metaphysical Mom, if this book would be as helpful, 

informative, life altering (as some readers reported) and as practical 

a guide to living or is it just the “next book?” Is this an attempt to come 

out with the next big idea because my fi rst published piece gave me the 

confi dence to complete the next? The answer… As I continue to pour my 

heart onto paper, I’m certain that I am divinely guided. Certainly, I take 

full responsibility for the ideas on the pages that I have written. However, 

I am certain that there are words or phrases planted in each book, pub-

lished under my name, just for you. When you discover the ten words in 

this book that create a positive outcome for you then we both have been 

truly blessed.

As I continue to listen to my inner voice and recognize the everyday 

miracles and messages revealed, stories emerge. But all roads seem to be 

pointing in the same direction, everything seems to come full circle back 

to balance which includes connecting with your soul. With this comes a 
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great deal of frustration, however, because everyday life can be a real pain. 

On one hand, we work (defi ned differently by everyone) to live. On the 

other hand, many times, it feels like we are fooling ourselves as most of 

our waking hours seem to be focused on a grueling circle of tasks.

Basically our lives are split into thirds, one third is sleeping, another 

third is working (domestic, professional, non-profi t…) and the balance 

is spent on everything else. Coinciding with our work, sleep, and play 

patterns are our areas of life. These include your fi nancial, intellectual, 

physical, social and spiritual realities. I use these fi ve categories as a soul 

map and life coach myself and others to achieve balance. A soul map is an 

actionable plan that combines non-physical (soul level) and physical goals. 

We have the capability of creating a reality that is perfect to our relative 

standards in every area of life. The key is being conscious when making 

choices by following our intuition, being aware that everything happens 

for a reason, and having gratitude for what we have, acknowledging that 

we are all pieces to one big puzzle empowered with choices to reach an 

outcome. It doesn’t matter what business or life focus is chosen, these 

ideas point us in the direction of perfection as we see it from our own 

eyes. While we can’t control our lives, we can help guide them by feeling 

our way to a soul-balanced happiness. We can make time for ourselves. 

We can wrap our arms around life, and have a sense of completion.

This doesn’t mean that we have all the answers. However it could mean 

that we could discover what we were born to do for that moment. I say 

“the moment” because life takes its zigs and zags and adds spice to our 

lives. After all, if we’re not learning (sometimes by the seat of our pants) 

what’s the point? It would be like reading the last chapter of a book before 

you read the fi rst 200 pages, watching the end of a movie before you sit 

through the other hour and fi fty minutes. We get our thrills by working 

our way toward “the” answers.
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But sometimes the glass is half empty or simply has no water in it at 

all. How do we follow our intuition when the world says “just the facts!” 

How do we embrace the idea that everything happens for a reason when 

a project sours, or worse, we lose our jobs? How do we have gratitude for 

what we have when we always feel like we don’t have enough? How can we 

believe that we are all one when we are physically or mentally attacked by 

other “ones?” There is more pressure to produce as a parent, signifi cant 

other and/or professional than ever. Maintaining boundaries between 

work and family is increasingly diffi cult. There is a lot of unhappiness 

in our world for a lot of reasons but we each are in charge of achieving 

“Soul”utions. 

Let’s take a journey together to look at our, and others’, core interests, 

ideas, values, and visions. We’ll see how others achieve or don’t achieve 

their goals, holding the vision that this will assist us in achieving “the 

good life” that falls under the categories of Financial, Intellectual, Physical, 

Social and Spiritual. Last, but not least, you will learn how to soul map. 

We’ll determine your life path and set personal and professional short 

and long-term goals to achieve soul fulfi llment.
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Financial

“… Know thine opportunity.”

— Pittacua (7th-6th C. B.C.), Quoted in Diogenes Laertius 

“Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophies” (3rd C.A.D.)

What Really Excites You When You “Work”?

“Anyone who has achieved excellence in any form knows that it comes 

as a result of ceaseless concentration.”

—Louise Brooks, “The Other Face of W.C. Fields,

 Lulu in Hollywood” (1982)

I chose not to leave my family for entire weekends many times 

when promoting my personal work. To accomplish my goal 

I would, generally, drive three to five hours straight through 

(sometimes eight). Many times I would make these drives all in one 

day to get back home the same day. But day trips didn’t bring in a 

whole lot of cash. Driving nearly seven hours in one day, I brought 
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home one hundred dollars, another weekend one hundred forty-fi ve,

still another two hundredish and when I had to pay for an overnight stay  

I ate really light.

My day job, my international wholesale business, was paying my bills so 

my personal work was extra pocket money. That felt good but in the back 

of my mind I would wonder, Am I really accomplishing anything? Am I 

making a difference? It seemed almost too simple to me. When I put things 

to paper when working with people individually, I regularly wondered 

if I was really helping them improve their lives. Then I received a sign.

I was in a board meeting with a number of my peers (we were mostly 

volunteers) and one of the board members said, “I am resigning my post, 

to increase my quality of life… I’m taking more time off… I’m taking 

care of myself… I’m even gardening!… And it started with my coaching 

session with Michelle.” A big smile swept over my face. While I was sorry 

to see him leave our monthly conference call and bonding ceremony, I was 

thrilled that my individual Soul Mapping work was making a difference 

in his life.

So when you ask yourself, “What excites me when I work?” ask these 

simple questions:

• How have I helped others move forward in the past?

• How am I currently helping others to move forward?

• How can I help others move forward in the future?

You don’t have to be a medical doctor to save lives. Do you say “good 

morning” to those in need of a friendly word? Do you thank those who 

are helping you daily? Do you come to the aid of others in need daily? 

Make your past, present and future list to understand the light being that 

you have been, are and can be in the future. How do you celebrate your 

accomplishments?
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What Really Matters

“Accidents will happen even in the best regulated families.” 

—Charles Dickens, “David Copperfi eld” (1849-50)

It was a beautiful day, about 75 degrees and sunny. Instead of driving 

to the post offi ce and bank, I decided to ride my bike and take my two-

year-old as well. We’d completed our errands, my daughter was enjoying 

the sucker that she got from the bank teller and as we were on the cross-

walk a car turned left into our bicycle.

Every mother would like to think that she is selfl ess enough to lay 

down her life for her children and I was amazed at what transpired in 

those few moments. Surreal, we were in the middle of the crosswalk 

and the car hit the middle of my bicycle (with my child and me on it). I 

jumped onto the car hood, continuing to hold the bike handles so that 

my baby didn’t fall or get caught near the tires of the car, then I jumped 

on the road (fl at on my feet). The bike’s front tire was in the air, and my 

baby’s body never once touched the ground. We both had on our helmets 

and she was safely strapped into her seat. I had a few scratches on the leg 

between the bike and the car, but otherwise we were both fi ne, so fi ne, in 

fact, that my toddler still had her sucker in one hand and her “no spill” 

milk cup in the other.

A witness said that I screamed so loud that the whole town could 

have heard it. (I have no recollection of this.) My next thought was to 

keep my daughter from being afraid of riding on the bicycle or thinking 

anything was wrong, so I got to the other side of the road. Police were 

there in minutes. I checked my baby but was advised not to take her out 

of her seat until the ambulance checked her out. She was fi ne with this 
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because a lot of people were gathered around and she decided to be a 

little shy in her seat and continue to work on her sucker. I released a little 

(some tears and some shaking), but limited it so as not to upset my little 

one. The driver, a young man in his twenties, was saying, “I know it’s all 

my fault.” I felt warmth and compassion for this frightened young man 

and responded, “Yes, it was, but you had no intention of this happening. 

We’re okay so not to worry. You didn’t wake up this morning with the 

goal of ramming your vehicle into a mother and her baby.” He went on to 

say that he needed to slow down, and pay closer attention to his driving. 

I agreed, but assured him that we were fi ne. Upon leaving he hugged me 

and said, “I am so sorry.” I responded, “I know you are.”

Once my baby was checked out, I said, “Well if that isn’t angelic 

intervention, I don’t know what is!” The emergency technicians said, “Yeah, 

those sorts of things can happen.” The police asked me if I needed a ride 

home but I just wanted to ride this off, make sure that the baby knew the 

bike was safe and reconnect with the elements that we began our trip with.

I parked the bike. My toddler went on her way to her next project and 

I just had to shake my head in amazement and gratitude. I don’t fear death 

but I would like to stay around for as long as possible in this physical life 

to be a part of my children’s lives. I feel like I can protect and teach them 

like nobody else can. Were we just an instrument for this driver’s lesson(s)? 

Are there accidents? In my mind, accidents are lessons and lessons happen 

for a reason. So I’m celebrating what’s most important as I appreciate my 

synchronistic life. What really matters? What are my true top priorities? 

Is it my job that keeps me sustained, my car, my home, my clothes or the 

fact that I have people I love and who love me back no matter what my 

appearance or titles?
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Intuitive versus Modern Science

“Preserving the health by too severe a rule is a wearisome malady.”

—La Rochefoucauld, “Maxims” (1665)

The night of the bike accident, I had an appointment to keep with 

some people, many of whom were professional psychics and healers. 

I was feeling fi ne and felt like I should just move on. I was fi ne until I got 

out of my vehicle. All of a sudden (about six hours after the accident), my 

left foot began to cramp and spasm. Thinking it was just a little cramp, I 

decided to walk it off but it got progressively worse. One psychic/healer 

put his hand over my foot and said, “It feels like a hair line fracture.” Very 

uncomfortable, I made it back to my vehicle and said that I would have to 

do this another time and I was going to the local emergency room.

By the time I got there I was in excruciating pain. My husband carried 

me into the lobby and they proceeded to check me out. The doctor said 

that he couldn’t fi gure out what was wrong and that my x-rays showed 

no problems. Oddly, we went home with lots of drugs and I got a good 

night’s rest but he didn’t recommend how I should take care of my foot, 

didn’t send me home with crutches (aware that I couldn’t walk on it), or 

tell me when I should apply pressure (walk on it).

Next day, the foot felt better but I still couldn’t walk on it. When I 

called another friend that was at the meeting to give her an explanation as 

to why I had to leave so quickly, she said, “I sensed a hair line fracture in 

your foot.” This was the second time I heard this from an intuitive person 

I trust. But the doctor didn’t fi nd this and there was no way of convincing 

him to take another look at the foot. In fact, he said, “I don’t know what’s 

wrong.” So I called a friend who is an emergency room doctor and said, 
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“Let’s assume that I have a hair line fracture in my foot. What would you 

prescribe?” To play it safe, I assumed I had a hair line fracture to get the 

best healing results, and my husband resized some old crutches of his so 

I wouldn’t apply too much pressure on my foot.

It was important to get to medical facilities, but a good doctor will 

be the fi rst to tell you that he/she is not God. And this doctor simply 

said, “I don’t know what’s wrong.” It can be frustrating when there isn’t a 

label for your pain. But this time, it was time to celebrate that fact that I 

had access to people that could apply modern day technology to heal and 

those who could intuitively heal. Combined, they make an awesome healing 

team. Have you done research on reliable sources of alternative healing? 

Explored when it is best to use alternative and mainstream techniques 

and when to combine them as well?

Being Held Back… Are We Really?

“What a curious creature is man! With what a variety of powers 

and faculties is he endued! Yet how easily is he disturbed and put 

out of order!”

—James Boswell, London Journal, March 22, 1763

The most frustrating part about being physically or mentally held 

back (or, at least, perceived) is watching things pass you by that 

you’d like to be a part of whether that means leisure activity or new busi-

ness opportunities.

The weather had been beautiful but I was a bit cranky because my 

foot injury from the bike/car accident didn’t allow me to do what I would 

like to do… ride my bike, take a walk, and sleep comfortably. I wasn’t 
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mortally wounded but it seemed that this was just the beginning of my 

many escapades for the next couple of weeks.

By the end of this week, the Internal Revenue Service informed 

me that I was on their audit list and we were to meet in ten days (they 

mailed my notifi cation to the wrong address and I should have received 

this information two weeks prior). Then my computer went on the fritz 

and I was on the phone with several computer technicians for four hours. 

The following week wasn’t showing any improvement as new challenges 

reared their ugly heads.

As the “attacks” continued, I noticed that I couldn’t make a huge deal 

out of most of these incidents. I found myself sinking into a space of low 

focus. I was numb and could only respond, “What next… Whatever… 

Bring it on…” (pretty much in that order). In fact, as I typed this 

section—it sounds silly, but—I even had a nagging paper cut on the tip 

of my fi nger and it was making it uncomfortable for me to type.

What did it all mean? I’m guessing I just needed to be low key. Ride my 

bicycle very slowly. Go to bed earlier. Eat less fatty, more healthy foods with 

my body not being able to move as quickly and integrate this back into my 

life. Maybe consider yoga, so I made the call to attend a beginner’s class. 

Was I being held back from the things that I thought I should’ve been doing 

but the Universe was saying “not yet?” What opportunities were opening to 

me as I slowed down? What should I be letting go of to move onto the next 

level? What changes was I looking to make in my life? I really got into a “cut 

the crap” mode. In the stillness comes the light of knowing that it’s time for 

changes—but silence can be really uncomfortable. How do you feel with 

not completely knowing what changes are around the corner? How do you 

bring yourself to a place of peace knowing that the only constant is change? 
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